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Finite element analysis has been used to model a single unsized carbon fibre embedded in 
an epoxy matrix subjected to tensile loading. The predicted fibre strain distribution is 
compared with experimental data, obtained using the technique of laser Raman 
spectroscopy, for a number of incremental applied strain levels. Good correlation is 
obtained on the assumption that the prevailing mode of interfacial failure in the composite 
involves a conical matrix crack initiating at the fibre end. The geometry of the matrix crack is 
estimated on the assumption that the crack propagates in a self-similar manner. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
When a fibre reinforced composite specimen is loaded, 
most of the load is transferred via the matrix to the 
fibre. Due to the difference in the elastic moduli of the 
fibre and matrix, shear stresses are induced at the 
fibre-matrix interface. The axial strain and the shear 
stress at the fibre-matrix interface are termed the fibre 
strain and the interracial shear stress ('Cry), respectively. 

Theoretical predictions of the fibre strain and 
~r~ distributions along the interface have been made by 
several authors, notably Cox [1], for the case where 
both matrix and fibre are assumed to be linear elastic 
and where the fibre matrix interface remains intact. In 
reality, however, as the tensile loading on the speci- 
men increases, the shear stress at the interface reaches 
a critical value, termed the interracial shear strength 
for the system. Beyond this point one or more of the 
following modes of interracial failure is observed ex- 
perimentally [2-9]: 

Mode ~: matrix yielding at the intact interface. This 
mode has been observed to occur in aramid 
fibre-epoxy matrix systems [2, 4]. 
Mode [3: a crack initiates at the fibre end and propa- 
gates along the interface. Frictional stress transfer 
between the fibre and matrix may take place across 
the crack faces. This failure mode has been observed to 
occur in glass fibre systems [10]. 
Mode y: a conical crack initiates at the fibre end and 
propagates into the matrix at an angle to the axis of 
the fibre. The failure mode has been observed in 
carbon fibre systems [11-13]. 

The fibre strain distribution along the interface has 
been measured experimentally for crystalline fibre- 
matrix systems using the technique of laser Raman 
spectroscopy (LRS) [2, 3, 5, 7]. This technique relies on 
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the fact that the Raman frequency of the atomic vibra- 
tions of crystalline reinforcing fibres, such as aramid 
or carbon, depends on the axial strain, e/ ,  in the fibre. 
Unique Raman frequency versus e/cal ibrat ion curves, 
produced for each type of fibre, are used to convert the 
measured Raman frequency variation along an em- 
bedded fibre to an axial strain distribution in the fibre. 
The corresponding distribution of the interfacial shear 
stress, along the length of the fibre, deduced by means 
of a simple force balance for an infinitesimal length of 
fibre [2, 3, 5, 7] is given by 

1 DEf de/ 
�9 rz - 4 d---f (1) 

where r and z are the radial and axial directions, 
respectively, D is the diameter of the fibre and Ef is the 
elastic modulus of the fibre. The z~z distribution is 
obtained by fitting a cubic spline to the experimental 
fibre strain data and employing Equation (1). 

The fibre strain distribution has been obtained ex- 
perimentally for both continuous and discontinuous 
fibre-epoxy composites [5]. For  discontinuous 
aramid fibre-epoxy composites, the ~z in the elastic 
region is maximum at the ends and decays to zero at 
the middle of the fibre [4]. When interfacial failure 
occurs at the fibre ends, the ~Crz drops to zero at these 
points, builds to a maximum and finally decays to zero 
at the middle of the fibre [5]. The distance over which 
the ~rz builds to its maximum value from the fibre ends 
can be used to estimate the extent of interracial debon- 
ding in each case. [n certain aramid fibre-epoxy com- 
posites [6], the fibre strain distribution after 
interfacial failure, appears trapezoidal in shape and 
the maximum r~z reaches a value of approximately 
45 MPa at a certain distance from the fibre end and 
then decays to zero at the fibre centre. This behaviour 
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is attributed to resin or interphase plasticity due to the 
high von Mises stresses developed near the fibre ends 
and has been modelled by Guild eta!, [4] using finite 
element (FE) analysis. 

The micromechanics of reinforcement during fibre 
fragmentation of a high-modulus carbon fibre-epoxy 
system under tensile loading has been studied by 
Melanitis et al. [3]. The fibre strain distribution was 
monitored at each level of load until full fragmenta- 
tion occurred. After fracture, the fibre strain was found 
to build from the tips of the fibre fractures reaching 
a maximum value in the middle of each fragment. The 
shape of the derived ~rz distribution indicates that 
interracial failure in these systems initiates at the fibre 
fracture. The average maximum value of the ;rz in- 
creases to approximately 40 MPa at an applied strain, 
eap p of 1.8~ (full saturation) and then gradually de- 
creases with further strain increments. 

The measured fibre strain distribution along a short 
high modulus carbon fibre-epoxy composite [9] sug- 
gests that some sort of interfacial failure initiates at the 
fibre ends just prior to fibre fracture. The strain- 
energy release rate required for interfacial failure is 
reached prior to first fibre fracture and, therefore, 
unstable propagation of an interracial crack is likely to 
take place at the same time as fibre fracture [9]. 

In this paper, results obtained using a FE model of 
a single unsized carbon fibre-epoxy composite, incor- 
porating a Mode ~/conical crack, are compared with 
experimental data obtained using the LRS technique 
[3]. The crack geometry for which the predicted fibre 
strain distribution correlates best with the experi- 
mental data is thereby established. 

Experimental observation of conical cracks in car- 
bon fibre reinforced systems is generally very difficult 
to perform optically. Scanning Electron Microscopy 
evidence of conical cracks in this type of system are 
reported elsewhere [12], and also by other authors 
[13~. 

2. Experimental measurements 
The model composite employed comprises a single 
continuous high modulus carbon fibre embedded in 
an epoxy resin. The fibres, supplied by Courtaulds 
Graphil plc, were approximately 6.5 gm in diameter 
and a Ciba Geigy MY750/HY951 epoxy resin was 
used. Full details of the manufacturing procedure is 
given in [3]. The elastic modulus of the fibres, meas- 
ured in the axial direction, was 390 GPa and that of 
the matrix was 2.6 GPa. 

The composite is subjected to incremental tensile 
loading up to full fragmentation of the embedded 
fibre. Using the technique of LRS, the fibre strain 
distribution along the length of the fibre is obtained 
for various levels of the applied strain, e,pp. The experi- 
mental strain data was obtained from a number of 
fibre fragments having lengths greater than the critical 
length. It is to the raw experimental data that match- 
ing was made, so an inherent scatter in the data is 
observed (Figs 4(a-c)). This is inevitably due to the 
normal experimental error associated with the LRS 
technique. 
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Raman spectra were taken with the 514.5 nm line of 
an Argon-ion laser at an incident power of less than 
2 mW. The laser beam was focused to a 2 lain spot on 
the fibre using a modified Nikon microscope and the 
Raman back-scattered light was analysed by a SPEX 
1877 triple rnonochromator. Further details of the 
experimental set up are given in [3]. 

3. Finite element model 
Preliminary experimental studies have shown that, of 
the three possible modes of interfacial failure de- 
scribed above, the Mode 7 failure is the most likely to 
occur in high modulus carbon-epoxy systems [12]. 

The axisymmetric FE model of the Mode ~/failure 
(see Fig. 1) includes a conical-shaped crack and covers 
only one quarter of the diametral section, due to the 
symmetry of the problem (Fig. 2). The matrix is as- 
sumed to be linear elastic and isotropic and the fibre is 
assumed to be linear elastic and transversely isotropic 
(See Table I for material properties). The mesh con- 
sists of 6-node triangular and 8-node quadrilateral 
axisymmetric elements. The loading takes the form of 
a uniform displacement imposed on those nodal 
points lying on the end face of the composite. The 
geometry of the matrix crack is defined in terms of its 
orientation, 0, with respect to the fibre axis and its 
length, a. The aim was to find the crack geometry for 
which the corresponding fibre strain distribution cor- 
related best with the experimental data. The FE 
meshes were generated using FEMGEN/FEMVIEW 
and the solutions were obtained using ABAQUS. 

4. Results and discussion 
The fibre strain distribution obtained from the FE 
model of the Mode 7 interracial failure (see Fig. 3a), 
exhibits the characteristic S-shape in the take-up re- 
gion [3]. This S-shape has been observed in the ex- 
perimental fibre strain data, and was found to become 
more pronounced as the applied strain on the com- 
posite was increased. It was also found that the 
~rz reaches a maximum value at a finite distance from 
the fibre end (see Fig. 3b), a feature also observed in 
the experimental data. 

The FE predictions for the displacements in the 
model reveal that the crack opens up under the influ- 
ence of the tensile loading. It follows that there cannot 
be any frictional load transfer across the crack faces 
for this mode of interracial failure. Load transfer by 
a frictional mechanism, as has been proposed by 
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Figure 1 Axisymmetric IrE mesh of a single fibre composite with 
Mode ~ interracial failure. 
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Figure 2 (a) Specimen geometry (b) Axisymmetric section showing 
Mode ? interracial failure. 

T A B L E  I Material properties 

Carbon MY750/HY951 
fibre Matrix 

Axial tensile modulus 390 GPa  2.6 GPa  
Transverse modulus 20 GPa 2.6 GPa  
Axial tensile strength 3.2 GPa 78 MPa  
Axial fracture strain 0.8% 4.2% 
Axial Poissons ratio 0.22 0.36 
Transverse Poissons ratio 0.03 0.36 
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Figure 3 (a) FE predicted fibre strain distribution along fibre for 
r = 6~ eapv = 1.05% (b) FE predicted zrz distribution along fibre for 

= 6~ eapp = 1.05%. 

Piggott [14] for Mode 13 type interracial failure, would 
necessarily require a closing-up of the crack in order 
that the crack faces may come into sliding contact 
with one another. 

To investigate the influence of the stress concentra- 
tion at the crack tip on the interfacial stresses, the 
crack tip was blunted. The %z and fibre strain distribu- 
tions for the modified FE model were found to be 
unchanged showing that the interracial load transfer 
mechanism is insensitive to events local to the crack 
tip. Since in the present analysis, the matrix has been 
modelled as linear elastic, account of the crack tip 
plastic zone has not been taken. However, insensitivity 
of the crack tip stress state overcomes this problem, 
and hence the stress state predicted by the present 
analysis is valid in the region around the fibre, but not 
in the localized crack tip region. 
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It is thought that there exists an interphase region 
between fibre and matrix whose elastic properties are 
intermediate between those of the two materials [15]. 
To investigate the effect of such a region, the FE 
model was modified to include an interphase 
whose elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio are quad- 
ratic functions of radial distance from the fibre axis. 
Such elastic property variations are thought to be 
representative of actual interphasial regions [ 15]. The 
interphase modelled was 1 gm thick, an overestimate 
of the real thickness made necessary by the limitations 
of the FE model. The effect on the fibre strain and 
~rz distributions was found to be negligible. A fuller 
description of the interphase and the variations 
inelast ic  modulus and Poissons ratio are given in 
Appendix A. 

The geometric parameters which were found to 
have the greatest effect on the fibre strain and "crz dis- 
tributions, are the angle of orientation, 0, of the crack 
and the crack length, a. In order to establish the 
geometry of a matrix crack in an actual composite 
specimen, the combination of these two crack ge- 
ometry parameters was found that yielded a fibre 
strain distribution that correlated best with that ob- 
tained by experiment, for a given level  of applied 
strain. For  eapp = 1.05% these parameters were found 
to be ~ = 21 ~ and a = 101 mm. When the length of 
the matrix crack was increased, whilst keeping the 
crack angle constant, good correlation with the ex- 
perimental fibre strain data was achieved for applied 
strains of 1.05%, 1.15% and 1.35% (see Fig. 4(a-c)). 
For eap p = 1.05% there was also fairly good correla- 
tion between the FE and experimental results for the 
~r~ distribution, as shown in Fig. 5. 

The assumption of linear elastic behaviour of the 
matrix provides FE stress/strain predictions which are 
valid only if the von Mises stress at any point in the 
matrix does not exceed the tensile yield strength of the 
matrix {refer Table I). In the present analysis, the 
region of matrix adjacent to the fibre supports stresses 
below the tensile yield stress, for the given levels of 
applied strain. This is predominantly because the 
crack tip is the site for the stress concentration in the 
system. 

It has been observed in many studies of the propa- 
gation of interracial and matrix cracks, in various 
composite systems, that they initiate at a certain angle 
to the fibre axis, but subsequently turn towards the 
interracial region [-10, 11]. Matrix cracks have also 
been observed to bifurcate or even trifurcate at certain 
critical points within a composite, thus making the 
problem even more complex [10, 11]. 
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Figure 4 (a) Fibre strain distr ibution along fibre for 0 = 21~ 
e.pp = 1.05% where ( + ) FE  results and ( x ) experimental  results (b) 
Fibre strain distr ibution along fibre for ~ = 21'~; eapp = 1.15% 
where ( + ) FE  results and ( x ) experimental  results (c) Fibre strain 
distr ibution Nong fibre for 0 = 21:'; e.pp = 1.35% where ( + ) FE  
results and ( x ) experimental  results. 

angle so as to maximize the strain-energy release rate 
after the end face of the fibre has debonded. 

5. Conclusions 
Finite element analysis has shown that experimental 
results obtained for the fibre strain distribution in 
a carbon fibre-epoxy composite are consistent with 
a Mode 7 type of interfacial failure. In this mode of 
failure, a conical matrix crack initiates at the fibre end 
and propagates into the matrix. The angle of propaga- 
tion was estimated to be 21 ~ to the longitudinal fibre 
axis. It is likely that the conical crack initiates at this 

Appendix: Concept of the boundary 
interphase 

In the interaction between a fibre and matrix, a rather 
complex situation develops in which a third phase is 
thought to exist. This third phase is known as the 
interphasial region, and it extends between the fibre 
and matrix. 
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Figure 5 Trz distribution along fibre for ~ = 21~ eap p = 1.05% 
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It is the result of physio-chemical interaction be- 
tween fibre and matrix and may  be simply described 
as a restricted zone where impurities and air bubbles 
are concentrated and microcracks have developed. In 
this layer, the macromolecules of the matrix show 
a constraint of their degree of freedom to polymerize, 
especially for their sidesubchains, since they are nei- 
ther totally free to rotate close to the interface nor free 
to move in all directions, because of their adsorption 
on to the fibre surface. 

As a result of these limitations, the interphase ma- 
terial may be viewed as a region with variable proper- 
ties. According to the "parabolic" model, the elastic 
modulus and Poissons ratio variations within the in- 
terphase are given by equations ]-15]: 

E f  - -  E m . 2  2(Ef -- Em)ri 
< ( r )  - ( r i - - r f )  2 

E f r  2 q- Em r2 --  2Emrfr i  

-k (ri _ rf)2 (A1) 

U i ( F )  = V f  - -  V m , 2  2(Vf --  Vm)r i 

-- ( r i  - re) 

VfF'21 -]- Vmr~ --  2Vmrfr i  
+ (A2) 

( r i  - r f ) 2  

where f is the fibre, m is the matrix and i is the 
interphase. 

Substituting the values of El, vf, Era, rf, rl, Vm, the 
equations reduce tO: 

Ei(r) = 2690.28r 2 - 2394.35r + 533.01 (A3) 

vi(r) = - 9.72r 2 + 8 . 6 5 r -  1.57 (A4) 

The equations represent a quadratic variation of inter- 
phasial properties, which may be seen in the Figs 6 
and 7. 
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